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M ERGERS FOR MONOPOLY: 

PROB LEMS O F  EX PE CTAT IOl\lS 


AN D COM M  IT MEN TS 


Ro bert J. Ma ckay 

"Unless there are legal restraints, anyone can monopo
lize an industry through mergers and acquisitions, 
paying for the acquisitions by permi tting participation 
of the former own ers in the expecten monopoly profits. 
Si nce profits are thus exp anden, all of the partici
pants can be better off even after paying an 
innovator's share to the enterpriser who got the inea 
in the first pl ace." 

John s. McGee (1 958: 1 39) 

1. IN T RODUC T  ION 

It is often sug gested that the chief o bstacles to me rgers 

for monopoly are new entry and the antitrust statutes. Wi th no 

legal prohibitions ag ainst horizo ntal me rgers and with entry 

blocked or delayed, it is argued that a promoter wo uld finn the 

creation of monopoly power a straigh tforward and profitable task. 

By acquiring pr eviously independent firms ann me rging them into a 

consolidated firm under common own ership and control, the 

promoter can e liminate competition between the firms thereby 

creating monopoly power and monopoly profits for the me rged 

firms . Since the me rged firms are more valuable if they can be 

made to yield a monopoly return than if they remain in a competi

tive indu stry , both the acquisition costs of the firms and a 

return for the promoter,can be financed out of the newly created 

monopoly profits. Al though the resulting combination may not 
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lead to a strict monopoly, significant concentration would 

result. 

In contrast to the abo ve view , the present paper argues that 

attempts to organize mergers for monopoly will be plagued and 

often frustrated by fundamental transactional problems even if 

entry is completely blocked and no legal restraints on mergers 

exist. T he transactional problems in volved in attempting to 

monopolize a previously co mpetitive industry derive from two 

basic sources: rationally formed expectations on the part of 

participants in the market for producing monopoly and the 

difficulties promoters face in making binding commitments about 

their future behavior. In other  words, promoters must overcome 

both a freerider problem and a hold-out problem. These pro blems 

and their logical underpinnings are presented and discussed in 

Section 2. A formal model of mergers for monopoly is developed 

in Section 3. The model incorporates both rational expectations 

and co mmitments. Finally, Section 4 contains concluding remarks. 

2. T HE LOG IC O F  MERGERS FOR MONO PO LY 

To keep the problem interesting and the analysis tractable 

consider an initially competitive industry in which all firms 

have identical co sts and new entry is completely blo cked. The 

transactional obstacles facing a promoter attempting to merge 

competing firms so as to create and exploit monopoly po wer can be 

clearly illustrated by drawing on and extending the logic of th e 

theory of the dominant firm. The merged firms can be modeled as 
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a dominant firm wi th the non-merged firms treated as a competi

tive fringe.l 

In this setting, the operating problem of the me rqerl firms 

for any given number of mergers or acquisitions is straigh t-

forward and familar. Th e merged firms act as a price setting, 

mul ti-pl ant monopolist facing a residu al rlemand function given by 

the market demand function less the supply function of the non
-

merged firms remaining in the fringe. Th e non-m erged firms act 

as price takers, producing where ma rginal cost e quals the price 

set by the me rged firms. 

Th e promoter's problem, however, is mo re compl ex. He mu st 

determine the extent monopoly . 

acquire and includ e in 

and his we alth is the 

costs 

of the Th at is, he mu st determine 

how many firms to the me rger. Hi s goal, 

of course, is we alth maximization 

difference between the present value of the operating profits of 

the merged firms and the acquisition of the me rgers. In 

choosing the optimal number of firms to merge, he will balance 

the marginal benefit o.f an add itional firm in theincluding 

merger against the ma rginal cost of acquiring the firm. Ea ch of 

these quantities mu st be examined in turn. 

By acquiring an additional firm the promoter reduces the 

size of the comp etitive fringe and expands residual demand. Th e 

additional pr oduc tiv e capacity may also affect the cost function 

of the me rged firms operating as a mul ti-plant mo nopolist. Th e 

net effect of the acquisition i s  that the merged firms will now 

find i t  profitable to raise price and, in g eneral, their 
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operating profits will also increase. Th e present value of the 

increase in operating profits is the marginal benefit to the 

promoter of the acquisition. Alternative ly put, if one views 

the acquire d firms as inputs into the produc tion of monopoly, 

then the increase i n  the present value of operating profits is 

the ma rginal revenue produc t of the acquire d firm as an input. 

Th e marginal acqulsition cost of the acquired firm is a more 

difficul t quantity to determine. Many di ffe rent views of the 

determinants of the marginal acquisition cost of a firm have been 

e xpressed by previous authors. Co nsider the following quote 

taken from McGee's (1 958, p. 139) discussion of the advantages of 

mergers over predation: 

"If, instead of figh ting, the wo uld-be monopolist 
bough t out his comp etitors dire ctly , he coul d afford 
to pay them up to the discounte d value of the expected 
monopoly profits to be gotten as a re sult of their 
e xtinction. An ything a bove the competitive value 

. of their firms shoul d be e nough to buy them." 

Or, consider the following quote taken from Posner's (19 74, 

p. 378) discussion of the formation of u.s. St eel in 19 01: 

"Th e organize rs of the comp any paid so much more for 
the firms that they amalgamated into the comp any than 
the apparent going-concern value of those firms that 
they we re wi dely believed to have defraud ed the stock
holders in the new company. Ye t in fact those stock
holders did as we ll over the ye ars as stockhold ers in 
other large firms • Th is sug gests that the purchase 
price of the acquired firms represented the capitalize d 
value of anticipated monopoly profits. Th e organizers 
coul d afford to pay more than the going-concern value 
of the steel companies that they acquired because the 
assets we re more valuable • if they could be made 
to yield a monopoly profit than they we re wo rth in a 
comp etitive industry." 
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T hese co mments do little to restrict the range of li kely outcomes.2 

In order to determine the marginal acquisition cost of a 

firm, it is necessary to be precise about the nature of the model 

under consideration , especially about informational assumptions. 

For example, the following questions are key. Are the initial 

owners of firms aware of the promoter's intentions? Is the pro 

posed monopolization partial or co mplete? If the monopolization 
-

is only partial, do firms have the option of remaining unmolested 

in the fringe if they reject the merger offer? 

Consider the extreme but rtonetheless important case of perfect 

foresight or rational expectations. Suppose that all participants 

in the market are fully informed' of demand and cost conditions and, 

moreover, are aware that the promoter is planning on ac quiring m * 

firms. In addition, suppose that each firm has the option of 

remaining in the fringe. Under these circumstances if the owner of 

a firm thinks the promoter will be su ccessfu l, 

or merging 

instead, he refused 

full advantage 

other words, 

then he will view 

the opportunity cost of selling out to with the promoter 

as the profits he could earn if the merger 

offer and stayed in the fringe taking of the price 

set by the firms that do merge. In under rational 

expectations a successful promoter must pay an ac quisition price 

for each firm that leaves the owner at least as well off as he 

would be in the fringe. With a sufficient number of si milarly 

situated firms initially in the industry, co mpetition in the 

for firms will ensu re that the pro moter does not have to pay 
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an acquisition price in excess of the owners' opportunity costs. 

T he acquisition price, then, will equal the present value of the 

profits from remaining in the fringe conditional, of course, on 

the extent of the mergers planned by the promoter. 

T he promoter, though, is a monopsonist in the market for 

firms. As a result, he will vi ew the marginal acquisition cost 

of an additional firm as the profitability of a fringe firm 

the increase in the profitability of a fringe firm from 

the merger by an additional firm times the number of fi rms he was 

previously considering acquiring. T he wealth maximizing number 

of firms for the promoter to acquire, then, is the nu mber that 

plus 

extending 

sets marginal operating profit equal to marginal acquisition 

cost. 

T his analytical formulation of the merger to monopoly 

problem helps to reveal two transactional problems or obstacles 

that a promoter must overcome before he can enjo y his share of 

the monopoly profits. First, a pure promoter -- on e who owns no 

firms prior to organizing the mergers -- can no t make a profit if 

expectations are formed rationally and firms have the option of 

remaining unmolested in the fringe. For a pure pro moter, the 

acquisition costs of the mergers always exceed the operating 

profits resulting from the mergers. Since every firm has the 

option of remaining in the fringe, free riding off the price 

set by the merged firms, they must be paid an ac quisition price 

to join the merger that equals or exceeds their profitability in 

the fringe if the merger is successful. Each fringe firm, 
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howe ver, will maximize its pr ofits at the price set by the merged 

firms while the typical merged firm mu st restrict its ou tput 

below the profit ma ximizing level. Th e combined profits of the 

merged firms, therefore, will not cover the acquisition costs of 

a pure promoter who mu st pay fringe profitability for each firm 

he acquires. 3 

Th e pure pr omoter's only hope for pr ofit in this case is to 

e limi nate the option of remaining in the fringe by ma king a 

simul taneous offer to all the firms in the industry in wh ich the 

participation of each f irm in the me rger is contingent on all 

other firms also accepting the promoter's offer. By elimi natin g 

the option of remaining in the fringe following a successful 

merger, the unanimous ag reem ent contract makes it possible for 

the promoter to offer an acquisition price that is less than the 

average profitability of a me rged firm in strict monopoly but 

greater than the opportunfty cost of remaining in a comp etitive 

industry .4 Th is contract, howe ver, creates a new problem. Since 

the agreement of each and every owner is required for the 

monopolization to be successful, a hold-ou t problem is createo. 

Ea ch owner is in a po sition to demand a special premium f'rom the 

promoter. Mo reover, the last own er to agree to the contract is 

in a po ition to demand concessions not only from the promoter 

but also from all the other own ers who can not enjoy their shares 

of the profits without his consent. With all the own ers 

simi larly situated, a unanim ous agreement contract is unlikely to 

solve the transactional problems facing a pure promoter. 
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If the promoter initially own s a sufficient num ber of 

firms -- possibly because he was able to acquire them secretly 

before his me rger pl ans became kn own -- then he ma y find it 

profitable to acquire additional firms, merging to a somewhat 

larger size. In this case, the promoter can usefully be thought 

of as playing two roles, one as a pure promoter and the other as 

a f irm own er. He will take a loss on his activities as a pure 

of the productive capacity in an 

promoter if it is more than comp ensated for by the resul ting 

increase in the (impl icit) value of the firms he initially owns. 

A promoter, even one who initially own s a significant share 

industry , faces a second 

o bstacle to success -- a precommitment pr oblem. If he can not 

precommi t hims elf to a single round of me rgers in wh ich he 
1acquires only a certain num ber of firms , then the promoter will 

find hims elf facing a hold-out problem. Own ers of firms would 

refrain from selling out to him in what they see as only the 

first of several rounds of me rgers, hoping to o btain a higher 

price in later rounds. To see why this problem occurs, suppose 

* the promoter announces he is going to acquire only m firms and 

offers an acquisition price reflecting fringe profitability con

ditional on a merger of this size. If own ers believe his 

announcem ent and sell out to him at this price, it will pay the 

promoter -- once he own s these additional firms and no longer has 

to wo rry about raising their acquisition prices -- to go back 
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into the ma rket and acquire still more firms , offering a higher 

acquisition price to reflect the now greater profitabilit y of 

being in the fringe. OWn ers selling out in the first round will 

regret doing so since they will miss the additional capital gain 

available in the second round. In telligent and foresigh tful 

o wn ers, therefore, wo uld not sell out in the first round unless 

the promoter can gu arantee that it is also the last round.5 This 
-

p recommitrnent problem can also be solved by a contingent contract 

requiring unanimous agreem ent on me rging to strict monopoly. As 

discussed above, though, this contract 

one. 

the 

wo ul d simply replace one 

h old-out pr oblem with another 

Th e analytical model underlying above argum ents is 

presented iri detail in the next section  

3. A MODEL O F ME RGE RS FO R  MONO POLY 

Co nsider an indu stry containing n identical firms , m of 

which have me rged to form a domi nant firm that acts as a mul ti

plant monopolist and f of which have rema ined in a comp etitive 

fringe acting as price takers. Entry of new firms is not 

possible. Ma rket demand, denoted o, is given by: 

Q= D (p ), ( 1) 

where a o; a p < o, Q is total indu stry output, and p is the price 

set by the merged firms. Ea ch firm in the industry po ssesses the 

same cost function, denoted c, given by: 

c = c( q ), (2 )  



(5 )  
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where acjaq > 0, a2c/aq2 > o ,  and q is the firm's output. Any 

fixed costs, me asured by c(o ), are assume d to be sunk in the 

sense that they can not be avoided by shutting down the firm. 

Th e Non-Me rged Fi rms 

Th e non-m e rged firms behave as a comp etitive fringe. Fo r  

any price set by the me rged firms , they operate where ma rginal 

cost e quals pr ice. Ea ch fringe firm, then, has a supply func

tion, denoted sF, given by: 

where asF/ap > 0 and qF is the ?utput of a fringe firm. Th e 

ind irect profit functi9n for a fringe firm shows the maximum 

profit o btainable in the fringe, denoted  F, as a function of the 

price set by the me rged firms. It is given by : 

Pr ofit ma ximi zation by the fringe firms impl ies that 

> o. 

denoted SF, is 

F a2  F 
= s (p ) > 0 and = 

ap2 
a sF 
ap 

Th e supply function for the entire fringe, 

where is the total output produc ed by the fringe firms and n-mQF 

is the size of the fringe. 
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Th e Me rged Fi rms 

Th e merged firms behave as a mul ti-plant monopolist. Si nce 

fixed costs are sunk and marginal cost is increasing, all firms 

will be utilize d in produc tion. No firms wi ll be purchased and 

d ism antled. 6 Mo reover, with identical cost functions, each 

merged firm will be assigned an equal share of the total output 

of the me rged firms . Th at is, 

( 6) 

Mwhere q is the output of a merged firm and QM is the total 

output of the merged firms . Th e total costs of production for 

the merged firms , denoted eM, is: 

Th e merged firms face a residual demand function, 

(7) 

denoted 

DM, e qual to the market demand function less the supply function 

of the fringe firms . Th at is, 

QM = D (p) - Sp (p ,m) : DM (p ,m) . ( 8) 

Th e operating profits of the merged firms , denoted rrM, can now be 

expressed as a function of the price set by the merged firms and 

the number of firms included in the mergers. Ma king the proper 

substitutions gives: 

-11
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( 9) 

Th e ma rginal effect on the merged firms' operating profits o,f an 

i ncrease in price is: 

(9 a) 

If the discrete nature of m is ignored and, instead, it is 

treated as a continuous variable, then the ma rginal effect on the 

merged firms' operating profits of adding another firm to the 

merger is: 

(9b) 

(1 0) 

conditional on a 

g iven nt.nnber of firms me rging, can now be simply stated as: 

max IIM (p ,m). (1 1) 
p 

Th e first order condition for profit maximization, then, is: 

It can also be shown that 

= 

a map 

Th e operating problem for the merged firms , 

<liiM (1 2)ap (p ,m) = o. 
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Th is condition can be solved for the merged firms' profit 

-

maximizing price, denoted p, as a function of the number of firms 

m erging. Th at is, 

p = p (m). (1 3) 

Sub stituting this function into e quation (1 2) gives the first 

o rder condition in identit y form and, then, differentiting with 

respect to m gives: 

( 14) 

Th e numerator is po sitiv e since adding another firm to the merger 

increases the ma rginal profitabilit y of raising price while the 

denominator is negative by the second o rder con ditions for profit 

maximization. In other wo rds , the greater the number of firms 

that merge the high er is the profit ma ximizing price. 

It is now po ssible to deriv e an indirect profit f unction for 

the merged firms in which their operating profit, now denoted ITM, 

me rging. is expressed solely as a function of the number of firms 

Th eir pricing decision, in other wo rds , can be optimized out of 

(13) into e quation (9 ) gives: 

(15) 

the problem. Substituting equation 

-13
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This function can be used to derive an expression for the ma rgin al 

benefit to the promoter of acquiring an additional firm, once that 

firm is optim ally incorporated into the operation of the merged 

firms and the product price is appropriately adjusted. Differ

e ntiating e quation (1 5 )  with respect to m and remem bering that 

arrM/Cip = 0 when the price is optima lly set gives: 

arrM _ 

am [p{m ), m] - ( 16) 

an acquired firm and mu st 

acquisition cost. This function 

If one views the acquired firms as inputs into the production of 

monopoly , then this expression is the ma rginal revenue produc t of 

be balanced against the ma rginal 

is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Ac q uisition Co sts and Fr inge Profitability 

Under perfect foresigh t a s uccessful promoter must offer an 

acquisition price that at least comp ensates the own er of an 

acquired firm for foregoing the profits that coul d be made in the 

fringe. With a sufficient number of firms' initially in the 

indu stry, however, comp etition among own ers offering their firms 

for sale wi ll·drive the acquisition price down to the opportunity 

cost or reservation price as me asured by fringe profitabilit y. 

Fo r  any given number of firms me rging, the profitability of a 

fringe firm, now denoted iF, can be found by substituting the 

optimal monopoly price function, e quation (1 3), into the indirect 

profit function, equation {4 ). Th at is, 

14
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Th is equation is the suppl y of firms function 

(17) 

to the promoter 

since it show s the acquisition price of a firm as a function of 

the number of firms me rging. Th e organizer faces a rising suppl y 

price since 

aifF
(m) qF. (18)> O.am = 

Th e indirect profit function, ifF (m), is also shown in Figure 1. 

Th e relationship betwe en arrM/am, the ma rginal benefit of an 

acquired firm, and ifF, the acq uisition price of an acquired firm 

i s  of special interest. It canl·e asily be shown that 

!!M (m) > ifF (m). (1 9 )  am 

At the ma rgin, a firm contributes more to the profitability of 

the merged firms than it can earn in the fringe. It is impor

tant, however, not to mi sinterpret this condition. In fact, it 

is probably a mi sinterpretation of this condition that underlies 

the optim istic view of the ease of me rging to monopoly , repre

sented so clearly by the earlier quote from McGee. Th is 

condition does not impl y that complete monopolization is optimal 

for the promoter. If the promoter coul d somehow acquire the 

firms sequentially , paying at each step an acquisition price 

equal to fringe profitability at that step, then this condition 

woul d imply that a s trict monopoly is optimal. In general, 

though , a promoter wi ll not be able to operate in such a 

-16
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discrimi natory fashion. In stead, once his pl ans are kn own, he 

w ill have to offer the same price for all the firms he attemp ts 

to acquire and an expansion in the scale of the mergers will bid 

u p  not only the acquisition price of the ma rginal firm but also 

the acquisition prices of the infra-m arginal firms . 

It is impo rtant, therefore to distingu ish 

cost of a firm. 

between the 

acquisition price and the ma rginal acquisition 

If a promoter is attemp ting to acquire m firms , then the acquisi

tion price of a firm will be iF (m ) and the total acquisition 

costs wi ll be m;F (m ). Th e ma rginal acquisition cost, however, is 

;F (m ) + m aiF;am and alwa ys exceeds the acquisition price since 

the suppl y function of firms is u pward sloping. 

Th e Promoter's Problem 

Th e promoter's we alth, denoted W ,  equals the operating 

profits of the merged firms , ITM (m ), mi nus the acquisition costs 

of the mergers. If he is a does 

not own any firms -- costs of the mergers 

will be m;F (m ). Th erefore, is: 

pure promoter - -initially 

then the acquisition 

the pure promoter's problem 

max W (m )  m _ ITM (m ) - m;F (m ). ( 2 0) 

The we alth maximizing number of firms for the promoter to 

acquire, denoted m* , is given by the first order condition: 
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Re arranging this condition gives: 

( 21) 

( 2 2) 

Th e left-h and side of this exp ression is the marginal profitabi

lity from adding a firm to the merger wh ile the righ t-h and side 

is the ma rginal acquisition cost of an additional firm. 

Unfortunately for the pure promoter, the we alth ma ximizing 

number of firms to me rge is ze ro! A p ure promoter can not make a 

*profit. This result is shown in Figure 1 where m = 0 since for 
' 

any other m the ma rginal acquisition cost curve lies above the 

marginal profitability curve. 

Th e difficul ty facing the promoter is easily seen at this 

point. Fo r  any number of firms that me rge, the pure promoter's 

we alth can be expressed as: 

IIM (m)W (m) = m [  - iF (m)] , ( 2 3) m 

where ITM (m)/m is the average profitability of the me rged firms . 

Bu t, iF (m) > ITM (m)/m since each fringe firm is producing the 

output that maximizes its profit at the price set by the merged 

firms while each me rged firm mu st be restricting its output below 

the profit ma ximizing level. As a resul t, W (m) mu st be negative 

for any m > 0. 

-18
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These extreme results hold only for th e pure pro moter. A 

promoter who initially owns, say, m0 firms can make a profit from 

acquiring additional firms even if he must pay fringe profitabi

li ty for these firms. In this case, th e promoter need acquire 

only m - m0 additional firms to create a merger of size m. 

T herefore, the promoter 's problem is: 

(24 ) 

T he wealth maximizing number of firms to merge, denoted m * , or, 

alternatively put, the optimal number of additional firms to 

*acquire, denoted m - m0 , is given by the follo wing condition: 

a a,if* * * * ). (25 ) (m ) = -F (m ) + (m 
F 

am 

From th e promoter's perspective, the e fect of initially owning 

m0 firms is to reduce the marginal acquisition cost of additional 

firms. That is, he does not have to worry about bidding up the 

acquisition price of the firms he initially owns wh en he expands 

th e scale of th e mergers. As a result, it now will always pay 

the promoter to acquire additional firms, ignorin g, of co urse, 

th e organizational or transactions costs involved in arranging 

the mergers. 

The promoter's optimum is illustrated in Figure 2. The 

difference between this figure and Figure 1 is that the marginal 

acquisition cost function in Figure 2 starts on the supply 

function of firms at if instead at iTF (o ). InF (m0 ) of starting 
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other words, when m equals m0 the marginal acquisition co st is 

simply iF (m0 ) since the promoter does not have to worry about 

bi dding up th e price of the m0 firms he already owns. The opti

* mum number of firms to merge, m , is given by the intersection 

at point d of the marginal profit abilit y function, 3ITM/am, and 

the marginal acquisition cost funct ion, iF + (m-m0 )aiF;am. The 

acquisition of m *-m0 additional firms increases the operating 

*profits of the promoter by the area m0cdm In total, the• 

promoter pays an acquisition cost for these firms gi ven by the 

* * * area m0 bem which equals -p (m ) (m -m0 ). The increase in the 

promoter's wealth as a result of th ese acquisitions is given by 

* the area bcde . This area equals W (m , m0 )  - ITM (m0 ) and is the 

increase in the pro moter's wealth over an d above wh at he could 

make if he si mply exploited the monopoly po wer inherent in his 

initial ownership of mo firms. The in crease in the market value 

of the firms remaining in the fringe is given by th e area efgh 

There is an alternative way of formulating th e promoter's 

problem that provides additional insight. Rearranging equation 

(24) gives: 

(26 ) 

Each term in this expression has a natural interpretat ion: 

-21



implicit 

implicit 

m0 ;F (m) _ market value of the m0 
own ed by the promoter 

m;F (m) - ITM (m) _ 

as a 
of m firms . 

. . 

.. 

firms initially 
if he me rges m firms  

cost to the promo ter (in his role 
pure promoter) of arranging the me rger 

Th is formul ation c learly reveals the two roles pl ayed by the 

promoter, one as a pure promoter the other as a firm owner. As a 

p ure promoter he can be though t of as acquiring m firms inc uding 

the m0 firms that he implicitly purchases from hims elf in his 

role as firm own er. He pays an acq uisition price of ;F (m) fo r 

all these firms and takes a loss as a pure promoter. He is 

willing to take a loss as a pure promoter since 

in the implicit market value of 

this is more than 

compensated for by the increase 

the firms he initially own s. In other wo rds, the promoter is 

willing to bear the cost of providing the collective good of a 

higher price and, hence, capital gains to the own ers of firms 

remaining in the fringe who free-ride off his activities since 

he, in effect, also provides this collective good to hims elf as 

owner of m0 firms . At the optimum he will balance the ma rginal 

capital gain on the firms he initially own s against his marginal 

*loss as a pure promoter. That is, he will choose m so as to 

(2 7 )  • 

satisfy the following condition: 

.!.!!.M (m)am 
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This formul ation provides an alternative way of viewing 

Figure 2. Th e promoter's we alth is given by the area oiF<m *)bffio, 

l ess the difference between the areas oiF<m *)em* and oiF (o)am* . 

The first term equals m0 iF<m *) wh ile this latter difference equals 

*Th e merger of m firms, then, maximizes the 

d ifference between these two areas. 

Th is formul ation of the problem also reveals an interesting 

f eature of the way the participants in this ma rket share in the 

monopoly profits created by the mergers. On av erage, the promoter 

does less well than the firms he acquires and less well than the 

f irms that remain in the fringe; Th ose firms me rging with the 

promoter receixe an acquisition,price of iF<m *) while those firms 

remaining in the fringe earn e quivalent profits of iF (m*). Th e 

promoter, however, earns a lower rate of profit (per firm he 

initially own s) than the firms he acquires or those remaining in 

the fringe. Mo re specifically , the promoter's we alth per firm he 
.

*initially own s, denoted W (  m , m0 )/ffi o, is given by : 

W (  m * = *- F * - *[m 1r (m ) - ITr-t<m ) 1. ( 2 8 )  mo 

Si nce the promoter takes a loss i n  his activities a s  a 

moter, it is c lear that 

pure pro-

(2 9 )  
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The pro moter, nevertheless, is better off or ganizing the addi

tional mergers than simply exercising th e monopoly po wer inherent 

in his initial ownership of m0 firms. That is, 

Because of their ability to remain in th e fringe unmolested, the 

firms merging with the promoter are able to demand and receive a 

disproportionate share of the monopoly profits created by th e 

combination. 

To this point it implicitly has been assumed th at the pro

moter can precommit himself to only a sin gle round of mergers. 

If he can not co mmit to refrain from additional rounds of 

mergers, then he will face a hold-out problem reminiscent of the 

durable goods monopolist's problem analyzed by Coase (1972 ). To 

see the nature of this hold-out problem consider Figure 3. 

Suppose, as in th e previous analysis, _that the promoter announces 
. 

he is going to acquire only m *-m0 additional firms to co mplete 

* 
•a merger of s1 ze . m Further, suppose the owners of fringe firms 

believe his announcement and, as a result, sell out to th e pro

moter at an acquisition price reflecting fringe profitability, 

 r<m * ). Relative to the pre-merger situation, they each make a 

capital gain of iF (m* ) - iF (m0 ). This round of mergers, however, 
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changes the promoter's incentives. Once these fringe firms have 

sold out to the promoter, it pays him to go back into the market 

for firms and acquire still more firms , offering a high er price 

t o  refl ect the now greater profit ability of being in the fringe. 

*In other wo rds, once h e  own s the m firms it pays the promoter to 

a cquire additional firms since he no longer has to wo rry about 

bidding up the price of these firms if he chooses to expand the 

e xtent of the me rgers. 

In terms of Figure 3, the ma rginal acquisition cost curve 

shifts down after the first round of mergers so that it inter

s ects the supply of firms function at point e, corresponding to 

an acquisition price of iF<m *). Wi th this new ma rginal acquisi

t ion cost function, it now pays the promoter to announce a second 

m ** *r ound of me rgers in wh ich he attemp ts to acquire - m addi

tional firms , offering a price of iF (m**) for each of these firms . 

Own ers of fringe firms that sold out in the first round of mergers 

will regret having done so since the capital gain in the first 

round, iF<m *) - iF (m0 ), is less than the capital gain they wo ul d 

have made if, instead, they had waited and sold out in the second 

round, -p (m -) -p (m0 ). Alternatively put, own ers 'of fringe · 

firms are not indifferent between selling out in the first round 

and remaining in the fringe after the second round. As a resul t 
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of these considerations, intelligent and foresightful owners 

would not sell out in the first round unless th e promoter can 

guarantee that it is also the last round.7 Absent such a guaran 

tee owners of fringe firms would reject the promoter's first offer 

*of  -F (m ), preferring instead to hold-out for the higher acquisi-

Stion prices available in later rounds of mergers.

As mentioned earlier, a merger strategy based on contingent 

contracts requiring unanimous agreement on merging to strict 

monopoly could solve the preco mmitment problem since it elimi

nates the possibility of another ro und of mergers. This approach , 

though, simply replaces one hold-out problem with another one. 

Less extreme contract terms may suffice. If, for so me reason , the 

promoter can not di rectly guarantee through co ntract terms that 

there will be only one round of mergers, th ere still may be less 

direct contract terms that achieve the same effect. For example, 

by inserting a most-favored-nation clause in th e purchase co ntract 

the promoter can ensure owners of firms selling out to him that 

they will not forego future capital .gains in th e event of a later 

round of me rgers.9 That is, the pro moter agrees that if he pays a 

higher price for a firm in the future, then he will pay the 

difference the current seller. This contract term guarantees 

that he will only attempt a single round of mergers and allows him 

to overco me the hold-out problem. In more realistic settings, 

however, where firms are not identical this type of contract may 

be impossible to implement. 

to 
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It is wo rth noting that the previous analysis can easily and 

fruitful ly be translated into a cartelization story. A pure 

cartel organizer, because of rational exp ectations and the option 

of fringe production, will not be able to devise a profit-sharing 

scheme that leaves firms indifferent between joining the cartel 

and staying in the fringe and simul taneously provides a positive 

profit for the organizer. A cartel organizer who initially owns a 

sufficient number of firms will find it profitable to expand the 

size of the cartel assuming he can overcome the precommitment 

problem. To be successful, though, the organizer and dominant 

mem ber of the cartel wi 11 find i t  necessary to offer the firms 

joining the cartel a disproport onate share of cartel refits to 

induc e them to leave the fringe. 

In addition, the hold-out problem ma y not be as serious in 

this case as in the merger case since the firms agreeing to join 

the cartel do not become the property of the organizer. Fi rms 

joining the cartel in an initial round of cartelization, based on 

a particular profit sharing agreement, a y will defect and return 

to the fringe if the organizer attemp ts a second round of carteli

zation in which he makes still more a ttractive offers to firms 

joining at this s tage. If the organize r mu st make the same offer 

to all firms joining the cartel in order to avoid defections, then 

only one·round of cartelization will be profitable and the 

precommitment problem can be solved. Ca rtelization, then, ma y 

have advantages over me rgers and acquisitions for the same reason 

that renting may have advantages o ver selling for the durable 
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goods mon opolist.lO Of course, the control costs in volved in 

monitoring and enforcing the cartel agreement may outweigh this 

advantage. 

4. CONC LUD ING REMARKS 

T his paper argues that mergers for monopoly will be plagued 

and often frustrated by a free-rider problem and a hold -out pr oblem 

resulting, respectively, from rational expectations in the market 

for firms and an inability of pr omoters to make binding commitments 

about their future behavior. It is important to note, however, 

that these transactional problems are no t unique to mergers for 

monopoly. In general, the poten ial for these pr oblems to arise 

exists any time one attempts, either through direct acquisition or 

co -operative arrangements, to consolidate contro l over a fixed 

supply of an economic resource so as to increase the market value 

of those resources and can not do so without simultaneously 

in creasing the market value of the stock of the resource remaining 

outside one's control. For example, the mo del developed here, with 

some modifications, could pr ovide a formal analysis of the land 

assembly pr oblem that occurs in real estate markets when an 

entrepreneur attempts to buy up dilapidated buildings and restore a 

neighborhood. Like the promoter of monopoly, the developer must 

devise solutions to the transactional pr oblems created by rational 

ex pectations an d the general difficulty of making binding 

co mmitments about his future behavior. 
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FOOTNOTES 

1 Th e analysis of me rgers crucially depends upon the model of 
o ligopoly o r  solution concept applied i n  the po st-m e rger period. 
Se e Salant, Switzer and Re yn olds (1983) and Cave (1980 ) for analy
s es of me rgers under alternative solution concepts. Ne ither of 
t hese papers, however, examines the rational exp ectations problem 
a nd commitment problem that are the focus of the present paper. 

2 In his discussion of cartel fo rmation, Te lser (1972, pp. 215-
216) appears to agree with McGee's view when he argu es that a 
" cartel need only offer a comp etitive return, and it can obtain as-
l arge a mem bership as it pl ease." Te lser, howe ver, has a 
different starting point in mind than does McGee. In his model, a 
c artel organize r has the righ t to control entry into the industry 
a nd is allowing po tential produc ers to bid for the right to enter 
the industry and join the cartel. He is not considering the case 
i n  wh ich there are existng firms already in the industry that h ave 
the righ t to remain in the industry ou tside the cartel if they so 
choose. Th is assump tion also distinguishes Te lser's analysis from 
the analysis in the present paper. 

3 Th is argument is similar to Grossman and Ha rt's (1980) argument 
that take-o ver bids will be pl agu ed by a free-rider problem if 
existing shareholders have rational expectations and can foresee 
the imp rovem ent in profitability that will be brough t about by a 
raider. 

4 Th e option of rema1n1ng unmolested in the fringe following a 
successful me rger may also be eliminated by credible threats of 
predation. To the extent these threats are credible they, of 
course, will affect the acquisition price the promoter must pay. 
Se e Posner (1974, p p. 368-69) for a discussion of this argument. 
Th e difficul t issues raised by the po ssibility of predation are 
not considered here- -instead, firms not merging with the promoter 
are assume d to have the option of operating freely in the fringe. 

5 This argument is simi lar to Cease's (1972) argument that unless 
a durable goods monopolist can convince buyers that future produc
tion will be limited he will face a hold-out problem as bu yers 
attemp t to avoid the capital losses resulting from additional pro
duc tion of the good fo llowing their purchases. Se e Bulow (1982,) 
for an interesting discussion of this problem and some of the ways
it may be solved by the monoplist. In the present setting by 
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FOOTNO T ES (Continued ) 

contrast, sellers attempt to avoid foregoing the greater capital 
gains available in later rounds of mergers by refusing the 
pr omoter's offers in earlier ro unds. 

6 If the fixed cost are at least partially avoidable by shutting 
down and dismantling an acquired firm, then the promoter will have 
t o  decide not only how many firms to acquire but also ho w many
firms or plants to operate. T his consideration on ly co mplicates 
the analysis without in any way changing the basic conclusions. 

7 T his analysis suggests a perverse way in which the antitrust 
la ws may actually facilitate mergers for monopoly. By specifying 
a critical market share such that mergers cr eating combinations 
exceeding that share will be challenged, antitrust enforcement may
in effect provide the promoter with the necessary restriction on 
his future be havior to enable him to organize a merger up to the 
critical market share. T he antitrust laws, in other words, may
enable the promoter to precommit himself to on ly a single round of 
mergers and, thus, so lve the hold-out problem. 

8 Stigler (19 68 , p. 98 ) has argued that a gradual approach to 
mergers for monopoly may succeed where bolder action might fail: 

"If there are relatively many firms in the industry, no one 
firm plays ·an important ro le in the formation of the mer 
ger; and it is possible for the merger to expand in a more 
gradual process and acquire firms on less exacting terms." 

With rational expectations, the hold-out problem discussed here 
will ensure the failure of this strategy. Proceeding gradually 
can succeed only if it somehow conceals the promoter's ultimate 
intentions. 

9 Price pr otection clauses have been used by pipelines that agree 
to pay eac h natural gas producer the highest price it pays an y 
other producer for gas of co mparable quality. See Salop (19 82 ) 
for a related disscussion of how most -favored-nation clauses may 
facilitate oligopolistic co ordination and Kno eber (19 83 ) for a 
discussion of how they may be used to assure contractual 
reliability. 

10 See Bulow (19 82 ) for an interesting discussion of the relative 
advantages to the durable-goods monopolist of renting versus 
selling. 
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